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As one sketches, one of the best skills a commercial novelist can learn. Pretty much every author who yearns for success will choose to create some sort of outline before he starts writing. That has something to tell you. Writing bestsellers and high-profile screenplays is all about telling a great story. The latest Bond film is admired because it had me on the
edge of my seat, how on earth did Bond manage to outwit SPECTRE? and not because I loved the scene where Bond and M talked about the nature of colonialism. History is everything. People don't watch thrillers on Netflix because they like the costumes or read a crime &amp; mystery novel because they're a fan of descriptions. Great stories sell. More
importantly, they have the power to wash away other imperfections. Just look at the work of James Patterson, Tom Clancy and Dan Brown. None of them would win a literary prize, but when it comes to inspiring readers and keeping them on the edge of their seats, these guys are impeccable. There are two types of authors of commercial fiction. Those who
know how to sketch, and those who do not. Writers who sit on a blank page and try to make it while they go along are called pants, not because their fiction is pants, but because they write through the seat of their pants. Believe me, it makes it more exciting than it is. The main advantages of the outline are: the ability to see the overall story: Does it work? If
not, you can easily change it without having to throw away tons of letters. Knowing exactly what you are going to write speeds up the writing process and makes it more enjoyable. If you are researching during the outline process, it means that you are not wasting write time. Writing an outline gives you a clearer idea of the overall story and helps you focus on
it. Why I believe in the outline, I have written some thrillers and detective stories and even more eroticism in my time. I've always worked from an outline. As a rule, the 'author' – that is, the person whose name appears on the finished work, not the person who actually does the writing – will have already formulated a kind of outline. It can be as simple as:
Danny McTavish is a private detective working in the Gorbals district of Glasgow, Scotland. He is an ex-policeman in his mid-forties, divorced and alcoholic. It is unsuccessful and is on the verge of giving up. Danny's motivation is that he is desperate to see his children, who have moved to Australia with their mother. Danny becomes a simple case which
leads to him being framed for murder. Despite all the adversity, Danny proves his innocence, finds the real killers and uncovers a plot to blow up the Houses of Parliament in London. Danny may have made it, but he can't share the fame. At the end of the He is no closer to seeing his children. It is then up to the ghostwriter to fill in the gaps and write a
detailed outline so that the 'author' and the editor agree. More about Ghostwriting I'm told that the ghostwriter is presented in the more usual way it happens with a complete and detailed outline. This often takes the form of chapters. The outline for a single chapter can be something like this: Chapter 22: Danny awakens to smell of whisky and urine in a
strange room. Overwhelmed and barely functional, he lies fully clothed on the floor. The sun shines through smashed windows. He realizes that he is in a run-down building, and it's sometime in the morning. A male voice says, Well, you're back with us, uh? It is Dominic, leader of the business center gang. They have a conversation that reveals that Dominic
is looking for information about Sam. Danny realizes that the gang knows nothing of Tracy's involvement. After their conversation, Dominic leaves Danny with a warning not to interfere in the gang's plans. Danny goes to sleep again. That's what James Patterson does. Like James Patterson writes a novel although he doesn't work with ghostwriters as such,
Patterson writes most of his novels with people who are really ascribed to Ghosters. I signed up for the James Patterson Masterclass to get ideas for a series of novels I thought about writing. After all, he is now the best-selling author in the world and his books, co-written and otherwise, sell in their quillions. Although I couldn't claim to be a big fan, I read and
enjoyed some of the early Alex Cross novels. I like his short snippy chapters, and I liked the way he adds twists and turns to keep the reader guessing. The honeymoon period... Patterson is a big fan of ski parts. He says the biggest mistake new authors make is not to use one. During the masterclass you get to look at his own outline to Honeymoon (written
with Howard Roughan). Here's a typical chapter: On a Friday at dusk, a Lincoln Town Car moves into Gordon's Belgian block entrance. The hired driver steps out to open the door to nora, but it is Gordon who arrives there first. He's so excited to see them. And by the way, Nora jumps into his arms and swipes him with his legs, the feeling seems to be mutual.
When the driver shakes his head and grabs Nora's luggage from the trunk, the two lovebirds are on top of each other. You're insatiable, Gordon says. And are n'eat the lucky one, Nora replies. Note... You will find that Patterson argues that the chapter outline should be written almost as he would have written the finished novel. He even adds notes, such as
chapter 77: the tension does not subside. O'Hara looks outside the cabin. To. Car is gone. Then comes the police. O'Hara's phone rings. You fucked with the wrong girl, O'Hara! Now I will hurt you where you live . . . for real. Can you say New Canaan? During the masterclass, James comes in as a nice guy and very open about how he works. If I saw him in
the street, I would be tempted to rush over and say, hello, even though I know he doesn't know me from Adam. Reading To Learn I took a handful of his newer novels (he is very productive, especially now that he only works with co-authors), and began to read them, looking for guidance on straight-pre-plotting. It hurts me to admit that, but I was amazed at
how horrible they were. You'll probably say that I have a naughty ness that criticizes the best-selling author in the world, and I probably. Nevertheless, I really couldn't read Step on a Crack without grimacing, which can give you some very strange looks when you read it on a train. The main character of Step on a Crack is a New York detective who has
adopted ten (deliberately cute) children for reasons known only to himself and the authors. Christmas is approaching, his wife is dying of cancer, and Michael Bennett s. has taken over a large hostage situation at St. Patrick's Cathedral. The plot alternates between the schmaltzy woman dying /cute children set-up, and the brutal actions of the hostage-takers.
James Patterson's Big Secret: How To Outline A bestseller Using Step on a Crack as an example, I could see James Patterson (and co-author Michael Ledwidge) constructing the story. In the masterclass, he revealed that he starts by making the scene smell, introducing the central plot point, before wondering: What could happen here? As you might expect,
it piles on the print (conflict!) and the twists and turns in the plot are mostly unique. He keeps asking himself: What is the worst thing that could happen here? All well and good, I thought, but I had a nagging feeling that something was missing... Patterson almost betrayed the answer in passing. At one point, he said he figured out who his reader would be, and
he wrote for them. Immediately afterwards, he casually mentions that most of his books are bought by women. Although they take less than a minute of the entire masterclass in Die Nehmen, that was the great Eureka for me! Moment. The revelation... In Step on a Crack, you can say that the novel was written for a certain type of reader. I think someone
between the ages of 35 and 65 who might like to read a lot of romanceand mysteries. When Patterson planned this book, I bet he wrote for his target wife, so let's call her Madge. He wondered: Madge wants Michael's wife to die or be miraculously healed? Would Madge prefer Michael's humanity to be punished or or And so on... Obviously, there's more to
drawing than a James Patterson-style bestseller than imagining what a Madge (or a Jeffrey or even a Scarlet) would expect and like, but it's a good starting point. You can customize it to any commercial author. Who did Tom Clancy write for? Ken Follett? Dan Brown? JK Rowling? James Elroy? How I outlined my newfound interest in reclassification came
when I came to plan my own mystery series. The focus is on a medical detective named Dr Lucian Gentle and his assistant, Professor Harold Wise. Your first outing will be a trilogy of linked novels that I want to publish on Amazon Kindle. I expect each book to be about 80,000 words, containing a stand-alone secret and an ongoing story about events from
Gentle's past that will progress through each book before being solved/explained in the last volume. I've spent time inventing and developing my central characters, and I've worked out three individual secrets that I think will confuse the reader, as well as the larger puzzle. Working on a complicated plot means thinking differently. My poor little brain couldn't
cope, especially with all the other things I had on the road. Check out the photo at the top of this page showing Norman Mailer's outline for Harlot's spirit. Similarly, the example (right) is what Joseph Heller used to write Catch 22. This proves that the structure is a very complicated business. Before you end up with James Patterson's neat chapter by chapter
outline, there's a lot of training and timeline to do. As James Patterson helped me figure out how best to create a practical outline for my Lucian Gentle books, I decided to explore the subject. What started as a weekend project keeps me busy, for the best part of a year. Taking the James Patterson Masterclass was just one option. I decided to write a guide to
skis to share what I discovered. It is fair to say that the methods I use have radically changed. The depiction of fiction is a subject worthy of an entire book, so there is only room for a very simple overview. The first step in this process is to break down the story you already have. For most people, this will be a basic idea: for example, a detective who worked
during World War II. This is an idea, not a story. We have to put meat on the bones. I stress at this point that I have no idea where this is going: I options while I'm going along... After you when?, the next question is to ask, Where? There are many places to choose from: probably Berlin, Rome, Tokyo, Paris, London, Casablanca (sounds familiar?), New York,
Singapore, Jersey (under Nazi occupation), Cairo, neutral Lisbon or Geneva? For the sake of reasoning, for the sake of ramsgate in Kent. I chose it, partly because I live there, and partly because it is less than 30 miles from the then occupied France. Plenty of room for spies and intrigue. As a mystery is outlined, the mystery of murder lives (fiction is always
better when there is a lot at stake), so that our detective is assigned a seemingly simple homicide. It's not easy, of course, but he doesn't know when he arrives at the crime scene. Before we start working on the characters, perhaps we should set the time more precisely. Ramsgate was an exciting place to be just before the D-Day landings, and Hitler would
have considered sending spies. Of course, no one outside the top brass in the military and the government would have known that the invasion was imminent, and we can use that to our advantage. We need to make our central characters credible and lifelike. We have to choose a scenario that presents the hero. Two German spies come ashore from a
submarine and are taken to a house of a Nazi sympathizer in Ramsgate. The murder victim could be a neighbor who heard German speak, or perhaps a fisherman who saw the spies coming? Perhaps even the sympathizer, who was not quite as sympathetic as the Germans had expected? In this scenario, I think it would help to make the spies sympathetic.
Rogues must always come in shades of grey and be at least as accomplished as the hero. If the reader thinks it will be a pushover for the detective, what is the point of reading? You have to tickle out your story and add embellishments as you go. As we discussed, choose your target reader and ask yourself at every turn how you can surprise them. Expand
your original idea until you have enough information about a detailed chapter-by-chapter outline. Conclusions... This is, in short, how to draw and sketch a novel. Obviously, there is more at stake. You need to ask questions .B how you will structure your story. In this case, it might be fun to switch chapters between the detective's point of view and that of the
spies. List the questions that are raised in the course of the outline (e.g., who murdered the fisherman and why? Why did the vicar leave the church door open? How did the spies know it was Inspector Wells who knocked on the door?), and make sure you answered them. I've finally finished my outlining/plotting ebook. Sketch your books or die! (not above) is
available exclusively for Kindle on Amazon. I want to add a print version soon, but that's still in the pipeline, and wanted my system to work 100% before I published. Finally I managed to get it right! To be honest, what I've learned has helped me to compose my own stories immeasurably. Character Characters to my email list and you will get my tips on how
to sketch, plus get the chance to buy all my books for a big discount. Discount.
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